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By Alma Bond

iUniverse. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 150 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 6.2in. x
0.4in.My patient, Veronica Vail, was murdered in her Park Avenue apartment. Lt. John Franklin asks
my help in finding the killer. We interview her husband Roland, his daughter by a former marriage
who never liked Veronica, and Carlos de la Cuesta, a handsome, black-haired drag queen in love
with Roland. Lt. Franklin hypothesizes that a stranger broke into the Vail apartment to steal a
painting. Roland confirms that an expensive painting has disappeared. A maid named Lottie Lobell
tells us that while looking out the window on the day of the murder, she saw a black-haired man
run away from the building carrying a painting. He is found and brought in for questioning. Using
purely psychological clues, I confront all the suspects with the truth. The killer collapses under my
inquisition, and confesses. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This is an awesome publication which i have actually read. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. Its been
designed in an extremely straightforward way and it is merely a er i finished reading this ebook in which actually changed me, a ect the way in my
opinion.
-- Marques Pagac-- Marques Pagac

Here is the best ebook i actually have go through until now. It really is simplistic but shocks within the fi y percent in the ebook. Your daily life period will
probably be transform once you total reading this book.
-- Elaina Funk-- Elaina Funk
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